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The European powers
are couched partners of
the USA but at the same
time, they also tacitly
recognize the rise of
China as a global power.

CHINA PAKISTAN RUSSIA

TRIO AND THE DAWN OF ASIAN CENTURY

G

lobalization has been
underway for centuries.
In the 20th century, the
United States became
the harbinger of internationalization but Asian
economies will be the
forerunner in the twenty-first century.
Building the Marco Polo’s replica with
a modern substructure like roads, railway networks, dry and seaports, etc.
China desires to connect the Asian continent with the Middle East and North
Africa, tagging along with the European markets and integrating the Central
Asian states within its new world order.
In historical context, China was reflected as a great power with its farfetched
trading relations with other civilizations like the Ottoman Empire and the
Roman Kingdom. The ongoing development of Chinese led economic corridor is the materialization of its ancient
vision. The modern design of this ancient trade route, will not only tap the
markets of Turkey and Italy but it has
more than 70 nation-states onboard as
its trading partner in the Belt and Road
Initiative. Keeping in mind that China is
the only competitor economy against
the USA and this mega-developmental
scheme, which adds significantly to
the Chinese soft and hard power could
lead to disequilibrium in the balance of
power and structural instability.US is
the torchbearer of liberal democracy
which is why BRI should not be a threat
for America but it is still perceived as
a great peril by American administration because it disregards North
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America in its trade routes. Moreover,
there are many partner countries in
this Chinese inter-continental developmental scheme, such as the Gulf States
and Central Asian Republics, which
will change the canvas of international
energy politics and dominant actors.
China’s interest in grouping up with
the Eastern and the South Asian economies was for the sake of making investments, taking on debts and, to create
a new regional financial ecosystem,
which will ultimately replace the global
one.Parag Khanna in his book, ‘The Future is Asian’ hints towards the Asianization of the Asian continent in the
21st century. The thesis of the Khanna
is tenable because, centuries of the colonial history of Asia is the reason that
Asian identity was effaced but by the
passage of time, the Asian identity is in
its remaking and will congeal once the
region will become totally integrated
and connected. Another logical position in this regionalism is that in the
process of globalization, many regional
economies remained disconnected and

underprivileged but the Asian connectivity project will bridge the gap while
also imbibing a sense of Asian identity
similar to that of European. Since the
end of the cold war, there has been a
surge in the process of reintegration
in Asia. The people of the New Silk
Road are rediscovering each other and
becoming cognizant of their collec-

key to the examination of a new world
order and new associations formed in
the wake of regionalism. According to
the modern-day political map, many
countries are not part of Asian continent but conferring many other geographers, Asia is a composite of the
land between the Mediterranean Sea
and the Red Sea, which includes all the
landmass existing between Russia to
Turkey and Saudi Arabia, and Japan to
the New Zealand and Australia. However, China also remains the centre of
attention to the literature published in
the last century whereas giving very
little weight to other Asian countries,
hinting the importance of China.
Diving deep into the history of China,
one will come to know that China was
not an underdeveloped country neither a poor economy but one ranked
among the world’s top economies,
military powers and the territorial
empire of times. The question arises that what happened then and how
the country ended up in a relatively
lesser status in the twentieth century
and how is the current upward trend
in the Chinese power is related to the
nation’s glorious past.The dawn of the
twenty-first century was anticipated
as the dusk of the prevailing unipolar
world order and a scuffle in the predominating pattern of alliances. China
and Russia, being the greater powers
of Asia, joined hands and envisaged
a multipolar world order in contrast
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connect themselves with the economic corridors through complementing
it with knowledge corridors built by
European states. In the same fashion,
MENA countries are also looking forward to connecting with China and expedite their developmental process. In
the wargaming terms, this mega infrastructure building agenda of China is a
peril for some while also a chance of
advancement for others.The revamped
alliance formation in Asia is also a natural response to the actions of the global hegemon USA. Its China balancing
policy favoured India but at the same
time, it impelled Russia to look join
hands with Pakistan. In times when
China is extending support to Pakistan
and Russia through economic corridors and military partnerships, it was
a poor choice by Indian decision-makers to put all eggs in the American basket. If India thought of Japan, South

Rise of Asian Currencies is fall of the greenback

Pakistan, China and Russia decide to conduct trade in local currencies skip dollars. The eight-member countries of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO), including China, Russia, and Pakistan, have made the
principle decision to conduct bilateral trade and investment and issue bonds in local and national currencies
instead of US dollars. Russia, as chairman of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization, has called for suggestions
from all member states for trade and investment in local currencies. After a detailed review of these proposals
in Moscow’s meeting, a system of mutual settlement of national currencies will be introduced for the member
countries of the SCO. Reports say that if the trade and investment between the member states of the SCO begin
in national currencies instead of dollars and pounds, it will be a big breakthrough. It will also strengthen the
national currencies of the member countries and promote mutual trade and investment.

tive power forming more than 40per
cent of the global economy. Effortless
trading between the Asian economies
is a prerequisite for the process of regionalization. In the longer run, China
envisages connecting the different regions and materializing the dream of a
Greater Asia.
The geographic definition of Asia is

to the one where the USA is the sole
guardian of the globe. A solvent economy, an insuperable military power
and diplomatic competency were the
three pre-requisites of the establishing a new world order and this was
meticulously achieved by the Chinese
rulers over the period of time by interacting, planning and acting in a systematic and coordinated way. The USA
appeared as a great example for China to learn from and so they did. The
Road and Belt strategies espoused by
the Chinese government is extremely
threatening for the western democracies and economies whereas an opportunity for the Asian economies at the
same time. The European powers are
couched partners of the USA but at the
same time, they also tacitly recognize
the rise of China as a global power.
Acknowledging the fact, the European Union is looking forward to having
linkages with the Asian region and to
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Korea and Vietnam extending help on
a call from the USA, then its optimism
goes pear-shaped. Even though India
was competing with China and that is
why it bandwagons the US in the first
place but it has not foreseen the formation of a troika of nuclear powers
in the region.No wonder, considering
the increasing geo-economic strength
of the entire world, the present century has been popularly marked as an
Asian Millennium. Among many economic and geopolitical dwellings on
the Asian continent, the South Asian
region does indeed have a large part in
realizing the Asian dream, with China
being the global powerhouse. Around
the same time, the region is becoming an epicentre of the global power
politics that will be embroiled in the
power show of five nuclear powers of
the region, including China, Pakistan,
Russia, India and USA. In the midst
of this realignment, China pursued a
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Longstanding Pakistan-Russia Ties

naturally emerging alliance formation
with Russia and Pakistan in response
to the Indo-US bloc.India’s old strategic partner –Russia, has perceived
the civil nuclear deal of 2005, underscored by the increasing partnership
of India and USA, as prolific move on
the Indian part. In addition, the project ‘Made in India 2025’ and establishment of military-industrial complexes
in the country with the help of Israeli
and American arms manufacturers is
a downside for Russia, which pushes
the country towards forming triumvirate as a strategic balancing move. To
India, the shared friendship between
Indo-US has occupied such a critical
position as to eclipse the historic sacrifices for the former by Russia. Hence,
the prolonged Sino-US antagonism in
the Sino-Pak grouping broadens with
Russia’s entry into the bloc.
A paradigmatic change has been
seen in bilateral relations between
Indo-Russia following Moscow’s announcement on September 24, 2016,
to hold joint military drills with Pakistan. Zubacheva argued that Indian Cold War ally’s recent tilt toward
China and Pakistan has brought a
new twist in bilateralism between
Indo-Russia. However, Russia had
also endorsed India in securing a permanent position on the UN Security
Council (UNSC) and been a primary
provider of weapons technology to India, aside from concluding numerous
joint military pacts.
Since China and Russia perceive the
US’s overwhelming military and diplomatic presence as disrupting of not
only South Asia’s security architecture
but also with the greater Asian region.
Similarly, the triumvirate (Russia, China, and Pakistan) seems predestined
by the growing military alliance between the Indo-US. Therefore, Russia
recently concluded several historic
civil and military deals with Pakistan
as a preventive measure. Henceforth,
despite Russia’s recent rapprochement with them, the Sino-Pak concrete alliance has earned an extra
boost. Relations with Russia and Pakistan saw many vicissitudes during the
Cold War era. Yet, lately, Russia has
come closer to Pakistan as a countermeasure to intensifying Indo-US relations. Consequently, China, Russia
and Pakistan have formed an alliance
against the increasing rapprochement
between Indo-US countries. Russia
was the architect of the setting up of
the Chinese military as the initial pe-

Pakistan has long been the competitor though Russia has become India’s positive ally. On 16 October 2015, both Russia and Pakistan signed a US$ 2 billion
North-South gas pipeline from Lahore to Karachi. Russia has agreed to sell Pakistan’s Mi-35 ‘Hind-E’ assault helicopters in a historic cooperation deal reached
on August 19, 2015. There are sources that show that Pakistan has accepted
Russia’s road to being a part of Gwadar Port. The most remarkable development
in the bilateral relationship between Russia and Pakistan was seen in September 2016, when the two nations carried out first ever large-scale military exercise. China has already promised Pakistan of full assistance in the event of any
international aggression. China became Pakistan’s main manufacturer of weapons besides investing in the country’s development of multiple nuclear reactors
as well. However, on the other hand, during the time of crisis, Moscow did not
guarantee Pakistan of full military assistance but specifically suggested side by
side with China. But a recent development concerning the SCO, Eurasian Union
and Trio of Pakistan, China and Russia are that the current President of SCO,
who is a Russian, proposed SCO member states to trade in their own currencies
instead of US dollar and this was expected to be effective in March 2020 but due
to the pandemic it has been delayed. Ever since the prospects of trade in their
own currencies emerged between SCO states, the central Asian republics and
Pakistan are becoming closer diplomatically. Iran also wanted to be on board
and so will Afghanistan’s future government. Therefore, the triple nuclear power system seems imminent with expected possibilities.

riod of the Cold War experienced a
strong diplomatic alliance between
China and Russia. Immediately after
the 1991 Soviet disintegration, the
two Cold War allies, Russia and China,
formed diplomatic relations. While
the world did not take Sino-Russia bilateral relations seriously until Russia
openly stated its support for China’s
position on the contested South China Sea. Russia has also backed China’s
dismissal by the International Tribunal of the South China Sea Conflict
(SCSD) decision.
Sino-Russia has also agreed to launch
regular joint naval drills in the contested area of the South China Sea.
Nonetheless, as with little credible
sources, these experiments have lately been carried out by both sides. China and Russia have entered into a cooperative alliance (1996) and signed a
peace and cooperation pact recently.
Yet, in the Sino-Russia shared relationship, Chinese President Xi Jinping’s
latest visit to Russia in 2013 was seen
as the start of a new period. Since after that there had been many formal
and informal meetings between both
premiers, including the one where Xi
teaches Putin to make Chinese dumplings. Indeed, the emerging robust
mutual confidence
between China and
Russia has also been
a response to the
expanded approach
of the United States
in the South Asian
region.
SCO,
sometimes
called the NATO of
the East, is also a
joint vision of China and Russia along
with their central
Asian neighbours.
The purpose was
to form a regional
diplomatic and de-
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fensive alliance which will not only
safeguard the region from the menace of terrorism but also act as a forum for the dispute resolution among
member states. Starting from the original-5 the organization became SCO
with its enlargement. The excitement
between the two enduring South
Asian archrivals, India and Pakistan,
to obtain full SCO membership ceased
when both were granted the full entry
to the organization on June 9, 2017,
during the seventeenth annual SCO
Summit held at Astana. Pakistan was
in an optimum position to join this forum after the death of India dominated SAARC but for India, it was a forum
of diplomatic manoeuvring. However, post-Indo-Pak-SCO membership,
a possibility emerges that China and
Russia might demand full membership of SAARC for them. Therefore, it
will be a shifting feature in the growing South Asian power politics if such
a demand were lifted and succeeds.
Pakistan has been a strong supporter
of giving China full SAARC membership, a policy that India has similarly
opposed. Another underlying reason
for the creation of SCO was to secure
the energy resources of the region
from the exploitation of foreign pow-
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ers especially when it is at the cost of
regional states. In the 21st century,
energy security is part of the national resource management and foreign
policymaking and a need for keeping
up with the continuous industrial
growth across the globe. Therefore,
in the emerging South Asian geopolitical order, Afghanistan and the
Central Asian Republics constitute a
prominent status given their strategic
positioning and rich energy supplies.
Central Asia has recently gained much
global traction in terms of its tourism
potential and energy reservoirs.
The significant three (US, Russia, and
China), remained intimate to protect
the respective countries in securing
their strategic rights. When all the other players are struggling to increase
increasing their sphere of influence
in these landlocked states, the troika
of China, Pakistan and Russia had already been at good terms with CARs.
Inclusion of CARs will lead to the fulfilment of the greater Eurasian dream.
Famously said by Zbigniew Brzezinski
in his Eurasian Landmass theory that
whoever dominates the state of affairs
of Eurasia will have dominance over
the globe but its key lies in South Asia.
In times of cold war, Brzezinski’s job
being the National Security Advisor
of the USA was to dissect the security architecture of regional powers
and to formulate geostrategic policy
recommendations for his country.
Although his works uphold an American vantage point, it is derived from
a famous British geographer, Mr Halford Mackinder’s concept of the Eurasian Heartland. Mackinder’s scholarly contributions were admired in
times of World Wars, Cold War and
it is still relevant in the 21st century’s modern nation-state system.
The gist of theories formulated by
Brzezinski and Mackinder was centred on geographic, political and economic intricacies of Eurasia states. As
a matter of fact, aspirations of regional
and global hegemony stemmed from
Eurasia and currently, India and China
is a modern example in this context. If
these states are evaluated according
to their economic growth and military
spending, the economic and military
clout of greater Eurasia comprises of
six largest military spenders after the
USA. According to a report by Development Bank of Singapore, ten Asian
economies will have an aggregate GDP
of $28trillion by the year 2030, which
surpasses the USA’s GDP of $22trillion.
Another report by World Economic
Forum projected that economic muscle of BRIC’s (Brazil, Russia, India, and
China) will outshine the power of G6
counties (US, Japan, France, Germany,
UK and Italy). Thus, an economic imbalance is expected in the coming decade which will eventually result in an
adjustment of socio-political dynamics of the world. Parallel to the model
of European Coal and Steel Communi-

ty, which consequently transformed
into the European Union, Russia along
its ruptured union determined to
build an identical union named Eurasian Economic Union. Russian President Vladimir Putin advocated the
notion of integration and praised the
Eurasian Union for free movement of
capital, goods, services, and labour.
Putin praised the idea of regional integration and believed the model of
the European Union as an aspiration
for the Eurasian Economic Union. It
was also implied that shortcomings
of the EU will be taken into consideration while the integration of Eurasia
through EEU and this union is often
referred to as Russia’s pivot to Asia.
Eurasian Economic Union is distinct
due to colossal size of its member
states and due to its non-western
makeup, which will enlarge and complement the penetration of its ten-

be part of the Eurasian synergy then
there will be no peril in their quest
for erecting a new Asian order for
the world.With the creation of power
blocs, the South Asian region underwent evolving political and economic
patterns. China and the US have been
deliberately undermining each other’s position along with their cliques.
The South Asian region’s rising big
power competitiveness and rivalry
has overshadowed other important
concerns such as violence, analphabetism, inequality, insurgency, drug
trafficking and the proliferation of
weapons. External forces like the US
and China have had a significant role
to play in the politics of the region. Today, on the one hand, China – Russia
– Pakistan are possible triple partners
and on the other hand, the US – India
together with their near acquaintances lead to a new South Asian order.

tacles to Eastern Europe, South, and
East Asia extending to the Middle East
and Africa through One Belt One Road
of China. This tectonic shift in the
global economic order and the forthcoming joint venture of nation-states
will outshine America’s prevailing
power across the globe. This transatlantic consolidation is a cumbersome
geopolitical task but the outcomes
of this alliance will be exceptional.
The concept of the Asian century
and Greater Eurasia is an integration
of already integrated regions, such
as East Asian Economies, SCO member states, ASEAN, African Economic
Union and most possibly EU. Scheme
of regional incorporation will result
in the establishment of a collation
of multidimensional powers such as
military, economic, political, scientific
and cultural ones. However, the Indian offensive and belligerent posture
are spurring de-stability in the Asian
region and its strategic convergence
with the US could jeopardize the cohesion of Greater Eurasia and critical to the development of South Asia.
At the same time, if three nuclear
powers, China-Pakistan-Russia, will

The US has reoriented its foreign policy against the region and has worked
proactively with India, the main South
Asian force. Through reprisal, the alltime alliance of Sino-Pak along with
the participation of Russia is reaching
new heights. Some of the big swings
of the new order will be a shift in
the balance of power in the region
in which a natural arrangement of
China with Pakistan, Russia and Central Asian Republics outshine the Indo-US partnership and their scheme
of Indian hegemony in the region.
The triumvirate, however, seemed
to be absolutely against both the India and US endeavours in the region.
In comparison to Pakistan, India has
faced a dilemma-like situation to make
a tough call for selecting a partnership
between the US and China. All of the
international big powers are also realistic when it comes to India’s inclusive
growth and an extraterritorial extension of USA and NATO in the region.
For Pakistan, it is necessitated that
country should amplify its diplomatic
outreach to attain the right balance,
a prerequisite for regional stability
and growth along with the coher-
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A BRAVE NEW WORLD – CHASING THE DRAGON

A
Trump defended his stance
through multiple statements,
which were themselves classified ‘Racist’ and ‘Specimen
of American Chauvinism’ by
media pundits

long the spread of novel
coronavirus, conspiracy
theories also inundated
with loads of misinformation on internet and
social media. This not only eroded the
public interest and lowered the morale
of the health workers and patients, but
also flaunted the crisis as the end of the
world. Virus itself is mindless but the
claims that it is advanced biochemical
warfare, a political trickery or part of a
conspiracy to redesign the global population have portrayed number of recognizable villains in the peoples mind.
Granting that these claims are obscure
but then again, each one of them hints
the involvement of an actor with a ma-
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jestic plan that will have far fetching
global repercussions. World Health Organization (WHO) while declaring the
CONVID-19 as a pandemic also alerted
about an ‘infodemic’ -misinformation
and public distrust on the internet- that
can mislead the common people in the
testing spells of lockdown.We live in a
world of narratives and since the eruption of pandemic and its culmination
into a global hazard, number of narratives and theories began surfacing the
social media from which it is difficult to
separate facts from fiction and conspiracies. The process of clearing the fog
and understanding the gist of this ongoing phenomenon is central to the understanding of a paradigm shift that is
underway. People from all walks of life
and from all around the world
interpreted this tragic episode
according to their mental ability, few by concocting facts
while others relying on the ancient myths and religious conspiracies but until now, no one
is able to prove their thesis on
factual grounds. Nevertheless,
many of them are successful
in persuading the masses at
large. The primary question
in the investigation of the ongoing pandemic would be that
whether it is naturally occur-
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ring phenomenon or a weapon of biological war. This very question led to the
controversy about the outbreak of virus
and among number of views presented
about it, the fundamental question was
that who is in a position to wreak havoc in the world and who would be the
beneficiary of a crisis of global scale.
However, appraising the antithesis of
previously mentioned theory one will
also ponder that if it is a part of the
evolution of sapiens then what will be
the social, political and economic upshots of this crisis. In order to understand this global phenomenon, one will
have to analyze the scenario by keeping
in mind the ongoing hegemonic transition and efforts to stabilize the hegemony, along with the role of non-state
actors and private enterprises in this
neoliberal world. Beginning from the
competition among nation-states in an
interdependent system, a palpable proposition about the spread of virus-related the contagion as a struggle of global hegemony between USA and China

NOT MAN-MADE,
NEITHER CHINESE

Chinese foreign ministry spokesperson implied that the novel coronavirus was exported from the USA
in their country through a batch of
American soldiers who visited the
Wuhan province right before the outbreak for military exercises. The nationalistic response and line of reasoning from the upper echelons of
the CCP also hints that COVID-19 is
a biological warfare and a matter of
national and international security.

The statement by the Chinese foreign
office spokesperson spread like a wildfire and the accusation led to a response
from the western side as US President
Donald Trump and his aides equivocally branded the virus as Wuhan Virus or Chinese Virus and as a calamity
erupted in the world due to Chinese.
Far ahead, Trump defended his stance
through multiple statements, which
were themselves classified ‘Racist’ and
‘Specimen of American Chauvinism’ by
media pundits. Moreover, the content
analysis of the social media, specifically of Twitter, revealed that most of
users from American origin are naming the pandemic as ‘Kung-Flu’, ‘Boomer-Doomer’, ‘Wuhan Virus’ and an
‘Asian Virus’. This is a depiction of the
spar between Chinese government, and
US administration, which is now trickling down not only to their populations
but also in their alliances and investments. However, a scientist of Chinese
origin, Zhong Nashan suggested that:
‘though the COVID-19 was first discovered in China, it does not mean that it
originated from China.’ The resolve of
World Health Organization (WHO) to
name the virus COVID-19, a scientific
name instead of branding a disease to
its ground zero was to avoid the discrimination and prejudices towards
the region and its people. Harmony
in times of turmoil was the unheeded
message behind this nicknaming by
the league of technocrats of the global
health regime.On the other hand, juxtaposition of indictment of an American
scientist belonging Harvard University,
Dr Charles Liberman for the collusion,
technology theft and possible espionage with China. The Justice department issued a decree on three persons
including a research associate working
with Dr Liberman –who was of Chinese
origin –were held accountable for manipulating government institutions in
terms of information provision and for
flying with more than 20 vials pertinent
to advance biotechnology across the
border without any prior authorization.
Currently, there is not any substantial
proof that Dr Liberman and his associate are involved in illegally exporting
the lethal virus to China but there is a
possibility that the vials carried by the
subordinate could be the source of the
outbreak in Wuhan –although the US
authorities have lately denied any relation between both cases. This development also relates to the claims of several eminent lawmakers of USA that the
SARS CoV-2 was bio-engineered which
led to the creation of the COVID-19.
However, the Annenberg Public Policy Center refuted the claim that Dr
Liberman does not have any connection to the spread of novel coronavirus
in China and there is no evidence yet
which hints that this virus was engineered in the lab of USA. An intriguing theory that coronavirus a bioweapon engineered by China in the Wuhan
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Institute of Virology and this ongoing
pandemic is due to an accidental leak
in the lab and its poor safety protocols.
The demeaning element in the theory
is noticeable and noteworthy in times
when war of narratives is a part of war
and completion at large. The number of epidemiologists and virologists,
who have analyzed that COVID-19 declared that, it is a novel virus and evident from its genetic makeup that it
has been transmuted from bats rather
than being artificially produced in a
lab. This intrusion from primatologists
and other experts of the field unearth
the malicious agenda of the political
representatives of US who have accused
China engineering and exporting the
virus from their weapons laboratory.
In past, the epidemics like SARS and
HIV etc. which were also claimed to be
a synthetic, manmade virus as a weapon of mass destruction or a vicious attempt by pharmaceutical industry to
reap profits out of peoples misery, but
in actual the intelligible insight from
the scientific researches proved that it
was a naturally occurring phenomenon.
The crackpot of the conspiracies was
the linkage of coronavirus with the 5G
technology –a theory faulty in its premise and scientific positioning. This concocted storywriter failed to correlate the
both variables, a radio waves technology and a biological virus. Non-technical people also overruled the claim, because there are number of countries that
do not have 5G but their population is
suffering from the pandemic. For those
who still cannot figure out: the radio
waves, used for the 5G communications network can only act as a channel
for the computer virus but not human
ones.In times of turmoil, especially the
one where world population is stricken
and confined in their homes but at the
same time, they are virtually connected. In such times, false information and
conspiracy theories can spread effort-

lessly. Hoax social media posts also asserted that there is already an anti-dote
to this virus but the pharma industry is
hiding it to make huge sum of profits
in future. The founder of Microsoft, Bill
Gates was alleged as the mastermind of
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the plot by the Instagram posts having
a hundreds and thousands of hits. The
Venezuelan President Nicolás Maduro also professed the virus to be a bioweapon attacked by the US on China
because the country was a threat to the
American hegemony. Iranian regime,
currently the most devastated one from
the ongoing pandemic, acted in the
similar fashion as other global leaders
stating that the coronavirus is a heinous
plot by west to disrupt the voting process in the country. Not lagging behind
was the anti-Semites faction which alleged the Israel and Zionists as the perpetrator of this global calamity which
is also in line with Judeo-Christian alliance and the Last Battle. Thus, these
claims are playing along the civilizational fault lines and identities that are
themselves not in their optimal form, so
the realization is necessary that we are
in the twenty-first century and end of
civilization has been history. Up until
now, the dominant narrative is that it
is not a bio-war or a manmade disaster
but a naturally occurring phenomenon,
which spread due to the contemporary fast-paced and globalized lifestyle
and bats are the origin of this virus.

EGALITARIANISM
OF COVID-19

The virus that traveled around the
world and penetrated the corridors of
power and top of pyramid, as several governments announced that their
top officials reported to be COVID-19
positive. Celebrities from film industry and sports community also tested
positive. Since risk of exposure, several
famous faces have already disappeared
in self-isolation. Equal treatment of the
coronavirus to all, no matter to which
social strata an individual belongs to,
rekindled a wave of hostility among
the privileged ones in the world. This
ongoing pandemic have not spared no
one who was exposed to the infection
–whether it is a Prince, a Prime Minister or a superstar of global following.
The egalitarian approach of this invisible enemy did not discriminated between the poor and rich, an Eastern or
Western. A recent research stated that a
threshold noted by epidemiologists was
that those who use to travel extensively were on the optimum level of risk of
exposure and those who have been vaccinated for respiratory diseases at their
birth are less vulnerable. British Royal

Prince Charles, 71
years old heir to
the throne and eldest son of Queen
Elizabeth
was
also tested positive for the coronavirus, although
other
members
of the Royal family were tested
negative.In addition, their Prime
Minister,
Boris
Johnson himself
experienced a critical health condition due to this rapidly spreading respiratory illness. Malaysian King and
Queen also suffered from this pandemic and practiced self-isolation.
The Prince of Monaco, Albert II was
first among the heads of states who
have contracted the virus. The wife of
Canadian PM Justin Trudeau, Ms Sophia’s inopportune itinerant led to the
contraction of the virus but fortunately,
the Canadian premier himself tested
negative. Brazilian President Bolsonaro,
who visited the White House in between the crisis to meet POTUS, was
also tested positive after his return from
the trip, whereas the POTUS and all
others who met Bolsonaro are safe yet.

global system of governance, economics and the social order at large. A predictable change is in the global economy is similar to the 2008-09 financial
crisis that resulted in the global recession and failure of financial markets
across the globe. An unseen benefit will
be of the Global South, the periphery of
the periphery, because they were already on the lesser side of the bargain
but due to financial assistance and subsidies by global financial institutions
due to the pandemic. As the maxim refers, –both the poor and rich suffer in
crisis but rich do not suffer as much as
poor do– the Global South is already a
periphery and these subventions will
not be of much help to ameliorate their

The Prince of Monaco, Albert II was first among the heads of states
who have contracted the virus. The wife of Canadian PM Justin
Trudeau, Ms So- phia’s inopportune itinerant led to the contraction
of the virus but fortunate- ly, the Canadian premier himself test- ed
negative. Brazilian President Bol- sonaro, who visited the White
House in between the crisis to meet POTUS, was also tested positive
after his return from the trip, whereas the POTUS and all others
who met Bolsonaro are safe yet.
Among the list of politicians who have
stricken by the virus, the Iranian minister have the highest ratio until now, including their Vice President and Health
Minster. Myriad famous people have
been on the front pages of newspapers
for being diagnosed with the coronavirus, including Tom Hanks and his wife
Rita Wilson, NBA star Kevin Durant,
film producer Harvey Weinstein and
any others. The coronavirus pandemic
revealed the vulnerabilities of the prevalent global system, such as its susceptibility to handle a health crisis of this
magnitude and to maintain the global
supply chains along an assurance that
the global economic system will remain
stable in midst and after the crisis. Despite the availability of advance technology and management systems, the
pandemic have forced the global community to isolate them in their homes
and disrupt the daily state-of-affairs. A
question which emerges at this point is
that how will it change the practices of
the world and lead to a new world order. The most certain thing is change
itself and in the aftermath of this global
health catastrophe, there is no turning
point and change is inevitable in the
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socio-economic conditions relative to
the West. In terms of cooperation and
competition, the Chinese financial equity will be intact and will retain its
pre-corona developmental pace in the
next few months. The shift in the balance of power hints that the US will be
the most stricken down due to its financial interdependence on labor-intensive
markets like China and India and at the
same time its tightening immigration
and tough visa regime. A year ago, US
possessed the largest share in the global
economy and globally top ranking
banks like JPMorgan Chase and Bank of
America etc. were the forerunner in the
international markets. Since the outbreak of global pandemic, only two
banks of American origin are being
ranked in the top ten world banks
whereas four Chinese banks are ranked
at the top on basis of their annual trade
surplus. The foreign investors now own
a major segment of American debt and
it will not be a surprise for anyone that
China is the top shareholders of US
debt. The unipolar order and America’s
higher positioning in the international
political economy was credited to their

SPOTLIGHT

neoliberal capitalism and defeat of the
USSR, but ever since the rise of Chinese
version of capitalism and its regional
development schemes the globally privileged standing of the USA is diluting
and world order is dwindling.Lessons
learned from the previous pandemics
and global financial crunches are that
such crisis do not put a halt to the rivalries neither does it encourage cooperation among them. For case in point, the
China and USA, both were already entangled in a trade-war and in pursuit of
fostering greater military, diplomatic
and economic power and after this
nightmare is over both will continue to
do so but the positioning of both will be
different. Another great change the
world will witness will be of greater reliance on the technology in future.
Technological incorporation in the industrial sector leading to automation in
manufacturing will also cost a drastic
decrease of human employment in the
industries. Apart from the negative effect on the employment status of humans, its added benefit is that humans
will have to work for less hours and the
nation’s industrial sector will not collapse in the health crisis as we are facing
one. Conversely, the question is, will
these less work hours suffice the needs
of workers? Are they sufficient presently? Similarly, it is also probable that a
greater population will rely on the online payment methods and digital currencies and banking system will boost
in the near future. Moreover, the consumer and producer behavior are expected to take a shift from the conventional way of working like, a greater
number of employees working from
home and consumers shopping online.
UAE is the torchbearer in this sphere as
the country is providing public services
using online platforms. A lesson to
learn from this pandemic is that the

technological supremacy
of a country will decide
the future positioning of a
country in the brave new
world. After the ease of
lockdown, a surge in the
investments in the health
sector will apparently occur because the nation-states will focus to
bridge the gap and overcome vulnerabilities in
their medical facilities.
Casual approach of medics
concerning their safety
will regain consciousness
and change their practices
of treatment and diagnosis. In addition, the technology assisted healthcare
startups, whether furnishing a product or a service,
will also gain momentum
in the coming times, as Pakistan is supporting one
currently. China was also
the forerunner in the application of emergent
technologies to curb the
spread of the virus and to
assist the limited number of doctor in
the field to diagnose the infected patients. The application of the emergent
technologies like, Advance Data Analytics, Robotics and Artificial Intelligence in assistance to counter pandemic have drawn attention to the value
these technologies can add to the
healthcare industry. According to altruist predictions by the Forbes Middle
East, the social change in the post pandemic world will be a humanitarian one
and assistance to underprivileged. The
working class, especially the daily wagers and those part of the shadow economy are the most affected ones in this
crisis and there should be a mechanism
to facilitate them. An ecological change
is also underway and miracles like
ozone recovery and improvement in the
air-quality of urban centers have happened due to the global lockdown situation. Although the rapid spread of the
virus costed a lot to the world but for
now, this is the only silver lining of this
pandemic. An underrated transformation in the prevalent world order is the
death of the freedom of speech. Premise
through which the national actors
called a halt to the freedom of expression at social media platforms was the
reason that misinformation shared by
someone can lead to an adverse situation in country and only government
authorized information will be shared
regarding crisis. Social media platforms
like, Facebook, Twitter and YouTube
undertook the initiative to remove the
fake information from their websites
that can augment the fretfulness in the
public. The purpose of this blue-penciling could be a safety measure but it also
draws attention to the misuse of this
policy by elected governments for their
personal good. A nation-state can now
control and regulate the social media
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channels and could suppress the voices
that they feel are dissident or abusive –
quashing the right to freedom of speech.
Another pillar of western democracy is
apparently eroding by the passage of
time and in the new brave world, states
will have ample routes to put down the
protests, marches and online political
resistances.Future of a nation is decided
by the efficacy of its political system,
solvency in its economic affairs and
ideals of progress in it social edifice.
The share of USA in the annual scientific knowledge production was more
than any other country until year 2019
but now China is becoming a paramount knowledge hub of the world.
China envisaged that by offering millions of higher education and research
based scholarships to the global South
would increase the country’s scientific
research production base –the only
thing China was relatively lagging behind. If this pandemic were an attempt
to stall the Chinese rise as the world
power, it would have everlasting impact
on the race of knowledge generation.
Last year, an article published in the
Nature also signified the China as the
next biotech power of the world and
this pandemic must have expedited the
pace of development in the country;
thus outclassing the US in one more
field. China, a country whose political
and bureaucratic system was throw down
the gauntlet by the western democracies,
is now emerging as the most reasonable
player with reference to its success in controlling the spread pandemic. The torchbearers of democracy, the USA, Italy and
UK are now following the actions taken
by the Chinese Communist Party to contain the crisis. All these countries, which
were once castigating the vertical meritocracy and centralized planning model
of Chinese bureaucracy are now seeking
guidance from China. The four-freedom
promise by the policeman of the world,
America, is now a phantom but at the
same time all other significant players of
the international system seems to be
chasing the dragon in the brave new
w
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Global airlines will
lose $314 billion
in revenue due to
thecoronavirus
pandemic in 2020

Regional Blocs, Financial Institutions
& Governments Step in Safeguard
Masses from Economic Shocks

T

he coronavirus has now
gone global, and economies
are in freefall. The pandemic is clearly the precipitating
cause of today’s crisis, but
there’s an underlying disease that has
been with us for a long time: neoliberal economics. Globalized travel and
trade, multinational supply lines, offshoring and overly financialized economies that have prioritized banking
interests, cartels and oligarchy above
all else have made a
large portion of our
population highly
vulnerable to the
effects unleashed
by this pandemic.
Heavy disease-suppression policies
have resulted in a
40% to 50% decline in economic
activity. Light mitigation appears to
exert at least a 5%
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drag on economic activity. It’s inappropriate to refer to these percentages as contractions in the usual sense
of the word. The effects are more
akin to a power blackout. Turning the
lights back on after about two weeks
of outages would likely result in only
minor damage. Outside of a few specific sectors (e.g., travel and leisure),
the pandemic’s economic damage
could likely be contained and moderated with fiscal stimulus. But two
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months of heavy mitigation could result, for example, in the permanent
loss of one-quarter of all US business
establishments and $4 trillion of revenue. It would be extremely challenging to design traditional, after-the-fact
stimulus measures that could contain
and moderate that type of shock to the
country’s economic structure. Global
airlines will lose $314 billion in revenue due to the coronavirus pandemic
in 2020 according to a forecast from
the industry’s representative body
IATA, which raised its estimate from
the $252 billion figure given on March
24.
The $314 billion represents a 55% fall
in passenger revenues compared to
the previous year, on air traffic which
is seen being 48% lower, said the International Air Transport Association
in a weekly online news conference.
Global airlines warned that up to 25
million jobs across the world could
be at risk from the coronavirus travel
downturn and the industry’s representative body said airline finances
were so fragile they could not afford
to refund customers. In a latest warning, the International Air Transport
Association (IATA) whose members
include the likes of Lufthansa and British Airways parent IAG said global air
travel slumped by 70 percent at the
beginning of the second quarter, and
its Director General Alexandre De Juniac said airlines could not afford to issue refunds. He said customers should
accept vouchers. The key element for
us is to avoid running out of cash so
refunding the canceled ticket for us is
almost unbearable financially speaking. With markets struggling to digest
the steep declines in Brent prices may
be time for a different approach when
it comes to investing in the so-called
liquid gold. And here is why. Measures
to contain the virus outbreak have effectively frozen the global economy:
planes have been grounded, businesses shuttered and billions of people
largely confined to their homes. The
need for oil products such as gasoline and jet fuel has evaporated. The
world’s Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) partners did
manage to scurry up a historic deal in
recent days, but the question on investor minds. Further to the record production cut agreed between OPEC and
its allies, the partners are now being
forced to rethink whether such cuts
will be enough to stabilize oil prices going forward. The International
Energy Agency (IEA) - the institution
that advises oil consuming nations,
shortly after the deal warned that the
demand loss is so big that there is no
feasible agreement that could cut supply by enough to offset the volatility
in the near term. Almost a decade of
oil-demand growth will be erased this
year as consumption plunges by about
9 million barrels a day, and the largest
hit will come this month, when fuel

use will tumble by 29 million barrels
a day to its lowest since 1995, the Paris-based IEA estimated.
The OPEC too was in agreement. It
forecasts that global oil demand will
drop by 6.8 million barrels a day this
year and demand for crude oil would
drop to 20 million barrels a day in
April, similar to the IEA forecast. It’s
the least amount of crude oil OPEC
has pumped since 1989. Simply put,
what this implies is the projected demand loss is far more than recent output cuts agreed to by producing nations. The OPEC and allied producers
including Russia have so far agreed
to reduce output by 9.7 million bpd,
and the group has signaled that many
more cuts are yet to come.
The effects of the ongoing coronavirus
crisis are being felt in almost every
sector. The financial services sector is
currently facing challenges on multiple fronts: shelter-in-place and social
distancing requirements mean that
few customers are able to be served
in a physical branch, putting additional strain on channels like telephone
support, online and social media. Financial Services sector stability and

reserves while prices are low. If these
transfers go ahead, they could amount
to 200 million barrels, effectively
removing two million a day over a
three-month period, according to the
agency. The measures are not coming
fast enough to rescue the global oil industry.
Lower business and consumer transactions lower fee income. Less liquidity from government as they need to
finance deficits and deferred spend
negative liquidity impact. Number of
corporate banking sectors negatively
affected for example oil and gas, consumer durable, automotive. Increased
number of work out accounts, likelihood of NPAs, and reduced income.
SME/Commercial clients under pressure for many sectors – reduced demand and delayed payments from customers. Larger number of NPAs, work
out accounts, and reduced income and
a smaller trade finance book.
At the same time, record numbers of
people are frantically trying to contact their financial services providers
with questions, concerns or to request
special measures as their finances
have been impacted by the coronavi-

profitability comes under pressure
as stock valuations and prices come
down. Central banks bring down interest rates if a significant part of the
asset book is flexible rate, then interest margins are affected.Global oil
demand will plunge by a record 9 per
cent this year due to coronavirus lockdowns, thwarting efforts by Opec+
to contain the resulting glut of crude.
A decade of demand growth will be
wiped out this year, when consumption will slump by just over nine million barrels a day. The glut threatens
to overwhelm the logistics of the oil
industry - ships, pipelines and storage tanks - in the coming weeks. Oil
futures continued their fall in Asian
trade, pressured by fears of collapsing
demand and oversupply.To relieve the
pressure on storage tanks, China, India, South Korea and the United States
are offering their strategic inventories
for the industry to “temporarily park
unwanted barrels. The four countries
are considering topping up their own

rus pandemic – many have lost jobs,
seen their incomes vanish, and are in
fear of defaulting on loans or missing
mortgage payments. Businesses, too,
are in need of additional help as many
have seen their revenue drop dramatically or dry up altogether.
Fintech companies, meanwhile, are
well-placed to deal with digital demand and remote working requirements, although some are facing funding uncertainty in a volatile period.
Many are offering their services to
consumers and businesses for free,
or innovating to create new products
that meet a specific need, while the
coronavirus crisis is ongoing. The
situation will require constant, careful handling from finance companies
as they seek to reassure consumers,
respond to their concerns, and earn
their trust during this volatile period and a lot may depend on just how
well companies’ digital infrastructure
and services can handle the increased
demand. Even world’s biggest sover-
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eign fund, Norway’s US$950 billion
(S$1.35 trillion) sovereign wealth
fund is about to make history as it
prepares to liquidate assets to cover
government withdrawals. The crisis
triggered by the coronavirus pandemic is playing out very differently for
the giant investor than the 2008 great
recession. Back then, Norway’s wealth
fund used the global sell-off to buy up
cheap stocks. This time, the fund will
probably need to offload a sizable
chunk of its bond portfolio. Norway
faces its worst economic shock in
half a century. With petroleum revenue sharply down, the government
has much less income to use on crisis measures. That means it will need
to withdraw historic sums from its
wealth fund to make ends meet.While
past withdrawals were easily covered by the fund’s cash flow, that’s no
longer the case. Companies it invests
in are now suspending dividends en
masse, in response to the crisis. Chief
executive officer Yngve Slyngstad has
already said cash flow this year will
be significantly lower than previously expected. In 2019, the fund got 243
billion kroner (S$30.9 billion).
In this scenario, the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) has cautioned
that global growth is set to contract by
3% this year as the coronavirus pandemic and resulting lockdowns push

IMF’s base case scenario assumes
that the global pandemic fades in the
second half of the year, with actions
by policymakers effective in staving
off bankruptcies, extended job losses
and system wide financial strain. That
assumption resulted in a forecast of
5.8% growth in global GDP in 2021.
The January outlook projected 2021
growth at 3.4%. Developed market
GDP is now expected to be -6.1%,
down from 1.6% growths. The forecast for 2021 is now 4.5% growth,
up from 1.6% in the previous outlook
report. The U.S. is forecast to contract -5.9% in 2020 before rebounding with 4.7% GDP growth next year.
Those figures compare to a projected
2% growth this year and 1.7% growth

developed and emerging economies
into recession. IMF’s latest World
Economic Outlook revised growth
downward from 3.3% as of the January outlook report. This is a crisis like
no other, and there is a substantial uncertainty about its impact on people’s
lives and livelihoods. IMF acknowledges that many countries now face
multiple crises: health, financial and
commodity-related. Policymakers are
providing unprecedented support to
households, firms and financial markets, and, while this is crucial for a
strong recovery, there is considerable
uncertainty about what the economic landscape will look like when we
emerge from this lockdown. Dubbed
the Great Lockdown, the COVID-19
related recession is the worst since
the Great Depression of 1929 to
1939, and is far worse than the global financial crisis of 2008-2009. The

in 2021. Eurozone growth is now expected to contract -7.5% but grow by
4.7% next year, compared with previous forecasts of 1.3% growth for 2020
and a 1.4% expansion next year. For
the U.K., the growth forecast was revised down to -6.5% from a 1.3% projection in January, while 2021 growth
was revised upward to 4% from 1.5%
in the previous report. Japan is now
expected to contract -5.2% in 2020,
down from a 0.7% growth forecast.
Next year, growth is expected to hit
3%, compared with a 1.5% projection
in the January report. Emerging economies are expected to contract -1%
in 2020, down from a 4.4% growth
expectation in the January report. For
2021 growth is expected to rebound
by 6.6%, compared to a previous 4.6%
projection.
And China, where the virus was first
detected late last year, is set to grow

The OPEC too was in agreement. It forecasts that global oil
demand will drop by 6.8 million barrels a day this year and
demand for crude oil would drop to 20 million barrels a day
in April, similar to the IEA forecast. It’s the least amount of
crude oil OPEC has pumped since 1989. Simply put, what this
implies is the projected demand loss is far more than recent
output cuts agreed to by producing nations. The OPEC and
allied producers including Russia have so far agreed to reduce output by 9.7 million bpd, and the group has signaled
that many more cuts are yet to come.
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at 1.2% this year, down from a 6%
projection in the January report. Next
year, China is forecast to grow 9.2%,
up from a 5.8% projection in the previous report. Should the pandemic not
recede in the second half of this year,
with longer-term lockdowns, worsening financial conditions and further
breakdowns in global supply chains,
global GDP would fall a further -3%
in 2020 than the current forecast,
and by a further -8% in 2021. The
global economy is facing its worst crisis since the Great Depression of the
1930s. The COVID-19 pandemic has
halted economic activity across great
swaths of the world, and economies
are expected to shrink by 3 percent
this year. This crisis is like no other.
It is very likely that this year the global economy will experience its worst
recession since the Great Depression,
surpassing that seen during the financial crisis a decade ago. The Great
Lockdown, as one might call it, is projected to shrink global growth dramatically. Growth may pick up next
year and could reach 5.8 percent if the
pandemic fades in the second half of
2020 and economic life approaches
normal, but the IMF was wary of any
premature forecast of recovery. There
remains considerable uncertainty
around the forecast, the pandemic itself, its macroeconomic fallout, and
the associated stresses in financial
and commodity markets. Much worse
growth outcomes are possible and
maybe even likely. However, financial
markets seem to be taking the gathering storm in their stride. The S&P 500
index, the main pulse of Wall Street
health, rose 2.5 percent the day the
IMF report was published. Some experts believe a positive run in global
stock markets means the worst of the
financial effects of the pandemic are
over. Goldman Sachs, one of the biggest banks in the world, said it did
not foresee further falls in shares after the $2 trillion stimulus from the
US government, despite rising death
tolls from the disease. The caution
projected by economists and medical professionals stands in stark contrast to a rush back into the market
by investors fearful of missing out on
discounted stock prices. The biggest
projected fall by the IMF came in vi-
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rus-ravaged Italy, with a 9.1 percent
decline projected. The US was forecast
to be down 5.9 percent this year, with
China 1.2 percent ahead still its lowest
growth rate for several decades. The
Middle East and Central Asia projection was a 2.8 percent decline, with
Saudi Arabia expected to fall 2.3 per
cent. But positive development is that
regional blocs, financial institutions
as well as governments have started
taking measures to safeguard people
from the economic shocks of coronavirus.
The European Central Bank has said
it is extremely difficult to know how
long the eurozone will be stuck in recession or how deep the downturn will
be, as fresh data exposed the sudden
loss of business confidence and dynamism in the bloc’s economy. President ECB Christine Lagarde said in a
statement to the IMF’s virtual meeting that the eurozone was heading
for a large contraction in output and
rapidly deteriorating labour markets
because of the coronavirus pandemic. Inflation was expected to continue
falling from its already low levels in
the short term, she added, adding that
the medium term outlook for prices
was “surrounded by high uncertainty.
Uncertainty is sharply elevated and
will remain high, making it extremely difficult to predict the likely extent
and duration of the imminent recession and subsequent recovery. In this
context, the IMF has announced that
it would provide immediate debt relief to 25 member countries under its
Catastrophe Containment and Relief
Trust (CCRT) to allow them to focus
more financial resources on fighting
the coronavirus pandemic. IMF Managing Director Kristalina Georgieva
said the fund’s executive board approved on Monday the first batch of
countries to receive grants to cover
their debt service obligations to the
fund for an initial six months. She
said the CCRT had about $500 million in resources on hand, including
new pledges of $185 million from
Britain, $100 million from Japan, and
undisclosed amounts from China, the
Netherlands and others. The fund is
pushing to raise the amount available
to $1.4 billion. About $215 million of
the total would be used for grants to

the first 25 countries over the next six
months, with extensions possible up
to two years, an IMF spokeswoman
said. This provides grants to our poorest and most vulnerable members to
cover their IMF debt obligations for an
initial phase over the next six months
and will help them channel more of
their scarce financial resources toward vital emergency medical and
other relief efforts. She urged other
donor countries to help replenish the
CCRT and boost the fund’s ability to
provide additional debt service relief for a full two years to its poorest
member countries. The Asian Development Bank is tripling the amount
of quick-disbursing loans available
to developing member countries in
Asia to $20 billion to help them battle the economic and health effects of
the coronavirus pandemic. President
Masatsugu Asakawa said the ADB
was adding $13.5 billion to the initial
$6.5 billion package it announced last
month because the economic impact
of the pandemic is expected to be more
severe than previously thought. “It is
clear that the scope and scale of this
crisis require greater efforts,” Asakawa said in an interview.The increase
will allow the Manila-based lender to
provide $2 billion to the private sector to support liquidity-starved small
and medium enterprises, help companies cope with supply chain disruptions and rejuvenate trade financing.
To ensure faster delivery of support,
Asakawa said the ADB would streamline its processes and make its lending
terms much more flexible. Growth in
developing Asian economies, already
slowing, is set to weaken even more
sharply this year due to the coronavirus pandemic before bouncing back
strongly next year, the ADB said in its
Asian Development Outlook report on
April 3. Asia’s leading multilateral development banks will boost their support to companies and governments
stricken by the coronavirus pandemic in an effort to avert a financial crisis in the region. The Beijing-based
Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank
plans to lend at least $5bn to member
countries to help them battle the pandemic. Jin Liqun, the AIIB’s president
and chairman, says he expects this
amount to serve its members’ needs
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for 18 months when combined with
existing lending programmes. But if
the demand is much bigger, it is possible for us to increase the amount,
with the approval of our board. The

crisis has laid bare the vulnerability of so many countries.
We need to focus on building up the public health infrastructure. The Asian Development Bank, which announced
a $6.5bn package in March, is
also seeking to provide a further package. We quickly compiled the resources available
to help out member countries
and announced $6.5bn, Yasuyuki Sawada, the ADB’s chief
economist tells newswire. But
now, in the last two weeks, are
working very hard to mobilise
additional resources. We can
provide more support Sawada
warns that unless governments
and financial institutions in the
region took prompt measures,
the risk of a financial crisis was
significant. On the other hand,
the European Union has announced €500 billion emergency fund EU finance ministers
agreed a common emergency
plan to limit the impact of the
coronavirus pandemic on the
European economy. The Eurogroup, which brings together
the finance ministers of the 19
member states sharing the single currency, reached a deal on
a response plan worth more
than €500 billion. The agreement, however, does not mention using shared debt, or socalled “corona bonds”, to help
the hardest-hit countries. This
proposal contains bold and ambitious proposals that would
have been unthinkable just a
few weeks ago, the Portuguese
Finance minister and president
of the Eurogroup Mario Centeno
said in a video conference. We
can all remember the response
to the financial crisis of the last
decade, when Europe did too
little too late. This time around
is different. The proposal, he
added, implements the strong
response that Europe needs.
Shortly after they reached an
agreement, finance ministers
enthusiastically announced the
news on social media.
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This is not the first time
that Pakistan has sowed
concern since the spread
of this pandemic.

he whole world is facing the
menace of Coronavirus. Now
the World is more than fixated
on the COVID-19 outbreak. The
fear of sickness actually united
us all. Society’s current concern over contracting the disease is unlike that of any previous security concern. The reaction has gone far beyond
that given in response to natural catastrophes. Pakistan is also putting its
efforts to fight out this hazard with resilience. Pakistan’s foreign ministry has
discussed the outbreak and ways to
cope with the situation at several levels. Recently Foreign ministers of Pakistan and Bangladesh have discussed
the challenges faced by regional countries in the wake of the coronavirus
pandemic. Shah Mahmood Qureshi has
called his Bangladeshi counterpart A.K.
Abdul Momen, and reaffirmed Pakistan’s willingness to host another video conference bringing together the
health ministers of the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation
(SAARC) to enhance cooperation
among the member countries, said the
statement. Pakistan’s foreign minister
also spoke to his Turkish counterpart
Mevlut Cavusoglu over the pandemic.
He appreciated Turkey’s efforts to contain the virus. Shah Mahmood Qureshi
expressed satisfaction on Ankara’s efforts for Pakistanis living in Turkey in
this time of need. All three countries
have taken a series of measures to contain the spread of the virus, including
closure of schools and universities, and
suspension of non-essential services
such as sports and eating out. Shah
Mahmood Qureshi has called his Bangladeshi counterpart A.K. Abdul
Momen, and reaffirmed Pakistan’s willingness to host another video conference bringing together the health ministers of the South Asian Association
for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) to
enhance cooperation among the member countries, said the statement. Pakistan’s foreign minister also
spoke to his Turkish counterpart Mevlut Cavusoglu
over the pandemic. He appreciated Turkey’s efforts
to contain the virus. Shah
Mahmood Qureshi expressed satisfaction on Ankara’s efforts for Pakistanis
living in Turkey in this time
of need. This is not the first
time that Pakistan has
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sowed concern since the spread of this
pandemic. Previously the South Asian
Association for Regional Cooperation
(SAARC) held a virtual summit to chalk
out a common strategy for combating
the novel coronavirus. All member
states agreed that a coordinated and
joint attempt is needed to tackle the
pandemic which is spreading rapidly
throughout South Asia particularly in
Pakistan and India. Pakistan deputed
Dr Zafar Mirza, the PM’s special assistant on health for the virtual summit.
As always Pakistan remembered the
sufferings of the people of Indian occupied Kashmir. As the world scrambles
to deal with the coronavirus pandemic,
fear and anxiety prevail in Indian-administered Kashmir after many
COVID-19 cases were detected. Hospitals in the disputed Himalayan region
have a sharp scarcity of doctors and
paramedics, while its healthcare facilities are inadequate to meet the crisis
which has unsettled countries with
world-class medical infrastructure. The
Muslim-majority region has been under a strict security and communication lockdown since August 5 when
New Delhi stripped the disputed Himalayan regions of its special status. Doctor zafar Mirza while expressing concerns said, “It is a matter of concern
that COVID-19 cases have been reported from IOK and in view of the health
emergency, it is imperative that the
locked down in the disputed territory
must be lifted immediately.” Soon after
zafar Mirza’s remarks, Indian commentators began accusing Pakistan for raising political issues on the SAARC forum
even knowing that everyone is well
aware of the approach being adopted
by India. Pakistani officials justified the
approach, saying that the flow of information from IOK was the key to get a
full picture of the corona virus situation. Towards the end of the conference, Mirza said the COVID-19 pandemic is a global health emergency, the
likes of which have not been witnessed
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in the past century. Pakistan has been
involved in containment efforts right
from the outset of the outbreak. Pakistan’s concern regarding situation in
China from where the virus erupted
also remained very evident. Pakistan
has expressed solidarity with coronavirus-struck China. Prime Minister Imran
Khan also called Chinese President Xi
Jinping and offered all potential help.
Pakistan temporarily halted all international incoming and outgoing flights
Saturday to try to curtail the spread of
coronavirus. Pakistan and China has
also expressed confidence that the current coronavirus outbreak in China will
not affect the pace of China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) projects
and cooperation between Beijing and
Islamabad will remain unchanged. China’s Ambassador to Pakistan Yao Jing
said that situation is improving in China after the outbreak of coronavirus;
this epidemic will not affect the efforts
of cooperation with Pakistan. The senate of Pakistan passed a strong resolution in favor of China and reaffirmed its
full support to China in this moment of
difficulty. Pakistan has donated medical
materials and dispatched medical
teams to work with Chinese brothers
and sisters hand in hand to overcome
the epidemic. Earlier Pakistan was the
first country to resume its flights with
China just after the postponement of
only three days. On a broader canvas a
strong message been sent that Pakistan
stands with China under all circumstances. Although China and Pakistan
are working under close coordination
to control the spread of the coronavirus
and keep monitoring the passengers
for the incubation period, upon complete satisfaction and clearance, the
passengers are allowed to travel. President ARIF alvi along with Foreign Minister Shah Mahmood Qureshi also visited china and discussed several issues
particularly the corona pandemic. Shah
mehmood Qureshi called on Chinese
Vice President Wang Qishan and discussed bilateral relations including
progress on China Pakistan Economic
Corridor project. Speaking on the occasion, Shah Mahmood Qureshi said that
Pakistan desires cordial relations with
all the neighboring countries. Doctor
zafar Mirza while expressing concerns
said, “It is a matter of concern that
COVID-19 cases have been reported
from IOK and in view of the health
emergency, it is imperative that the
locked down in the disputed territory
must be lifted immediately.” Soon after
zafar Mirza’s remarks, Indian commentators began accusing Pakistan for raising political issues on the SAARC forum
even knowing that everyone is well
aware of the approach being adopted
by India. This was indeed a clear sign
that in this critical situation Pakistan
and china showed that they are time
tested friends. This visit was a solidarity visit indeed. Iranian President Hassan Rouhani recently wrote a letter to

Pakistani Prime Minister Imran Khan,
asking him to play a role in lifting US
sanctions. Since then, Islamabad has
speeded up diplomatic efforts to provide relief to Tehran in combating the
disease. This is how Pakistan is moving
forward by helping its neighbours in
this tough time. In the tough times, Pakistan is standing beside Iran. It is assisting and facilitating the Iranian. Islamabad is also advocating the
sanctioned-Iran on the regional and international level as the Prime Minister
Imran Khan urged to halt the imposed
sanctions on Iran. Foreign minister of
Pakistan also had a telephone conversation with his Nepali counterpart
Pradeep Kumar Gyawali. He had a detailed discussion on the situation arising from the spread of Covid-19. The
two discussed ways to enhance cooperation to combat the threat posed by the
pandemic. According to the Foreign office the two leaders also addressed the
challenges faced by regional states to
fight the pandemic. The cases reported
and confirmed in South Asia are mainly
those who travelled to Iran, Syria, and

have coordination among the regional
countries and allies in this difficult situation? The answer is simple it is time to
practice some health diplomacy by
averting what all happened so far between nations and regions. The most
evident example is just like the one the
US found in the past with China during
the SARS outbreak. Diplomacy, in this
moment, could prove useful in de-escalating tensions between nations to get
people some relief from the daily suffering they are subject to. The medical
furlough Iran has granted to US Citizen
Michael White could represent a first
step in this direction. It is up to the
United States now to correspond with
some sanction relief which could offer
temporary respite and provide a basis
for future negotiations. The same goes
for people of Indian occupied Kashmir
where sufferings are immense with no
facilities to cope with, where there in
Lockdown since August last year. Another example of diplomatic breakthrough seems to be currently undergoing in the Gulf, as four members of
the Gulf Cooperation Council (Qatar,

China. There is so far less confirmed
case of domestic nature or any death.
Though in Pakistan, India, Bangladesh,
Nepal, Bhutan, Afghanistan and Sri
Lanka situation is much better comparatively still there is need to have a collaborated approach to deal with disease. Luckily, after a long time, SAARC
Leadership held the online Video conference to exchange level of readiness
against this Novel Corona Virus. WHO
has cautioned the developing countries
around the world to take preventive
measure to prevent people from falling
prey this pandemic especially those
who have limited resources and ill-prepared to fight this Deadly Covid-19 effectively. In this context Pakistan is all
set to lessen the hurdles in efforts to
avert the spread of virus. Cross border
checking and screening mechanism is
in practice following the advisory issued by WHO. Though the implications
of coronavirus in geopolitical context
should be considered secondary to
matters of health and safety but one
can’t right off these particular implications. Pakistan is still in the process of
engaging more regional and friendly
Nations in order to engrave ways to
deal with the pandemic. There emerges
a question that why it is essential to

the UAE, Kuwait, and Oman) have so far
expressed solidarity and delivered aid
to Iran. This is how any country needs
to do in any sort of catastrophic situation. While this was somehow expected
from Qatar, Kuwait, and Oman, the
Emirates response seems to be corroborating the de-escalation efforts carried out by the UAE towards Iran over
the last months. It is essential to open
up a trail for regional cooperation on
specific, this time health-related, common concerns. As the global nature of
the pandemic has revealed, there are
no borders, no walls, and most of all no
armies which can substitute for inter-states cooperation. Pakistan’s experiences on epidemic control and its
support to the contagion-affected countries in its capacity are boosting the
confidence of the international community as well as the people of Pakistan. If there is one lesson the coronavirus pandemic is teaching us, this is
that as we are all sailing in unexplored
waters, we should all be looking for opportunities to try to get the best out of
the current crisis. Pakistan is using all
means to cope with the corona outbreak. The diplomatic efforts by Pakistan are also on its peak to proceed in a
collaborative mode.
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Historically in 1972 Pakistan
coordinated rapprochement
between China and the
United States and therefore
Nixon travelled to China to
meet Mao Zedong which
ended China’s global

China’s
Pakistan

A

friend in need is a friend
indeed and china has always proved to be a true
friend of Pakistan and
especially in hard times.
The friendship between
two nations is far ahead
of and above the realm of normal
diplomatic relations between them.
Pakistan has always supported china
on all issues and china has also reciprocated in the same way by supporting Pakistan unconditionally. Historically in 1972 Pakistan coordinated
rapprochement between China and
the United States and therefore Nixon
travelled to China to meet Mao Zedong
which ended China’s global isolation.
On the other hand, with the help of
china issue of Kashmir came up for
discussion in the meeting of UNSC almost after 50 years in the backdrop of
the unilateral action by India to end
the special status of IOK after abrogation of Article 370. China Pakistan
economic corridor is a veracity and
true example of friendship. CPEC is
indeed a win-win initiative for China,
Pakistan and the entire region. Currently as Pakistan is coping with the
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challenge of Coronavirus like many
other countries around the globe, china once again has come up with its
support for Pakistan. In addition to
providing assistance amounting to $4
million to build a hospital, china has
sent a medical team comprising experts to offer technical assistance and
sharing knowledge with Pakistani
doctors with regard to dealing with
the deadly disease. Apart from the
Help provided by Government of china private sector in China like AliBaba
Foundation also donated test kits and
masks. Once we talk about Chinese assistance to Pakistan amid coronavirus
twelve thousand test kits, 3000000
masks, 10000 protective units have
been provided. On Mar 31st, Beijing
Lianxin Charity Foundation donated
a batch of medical supplies to the
Pakistani embassy in Beijing. Those
supplies were purchased with funds
which were voluntarily donated by
Chinese citizens. Chinese government has also sent some equipment
through the Khunjerab border to
meet the needs of Gilgit-Baltistan.
Pakistan will also receive walkthrough testing machine from china
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which will carry out mass screening
of people in places where individual tests may not be possible. On the
other hand Pakistan is also procuring
ventilators from China. In this tough
time when Pakistan is fighting out
corona with limited resources, China

has reassured its full support in the
fight against the covid 19 and also applauded Pakistan’s civil and military
leaders for standing with the Chinese
people in their hour of need. Initially
when this deadly virus was emerged
in Wuhan and the whole world started to put travel bans and restrictions
on China.
Pakistan right away expressed its solidarity with China and offered donations and assistance regardless of its
own difficulties. Pakistan was the first
country to send help to its brother.
On this occasion Chinese President Xi
while talking to Prime Minister Imran
Khan over telephone said that “Facts
have once again proven that Pakistan
and China are true friends and good
brothers that share weal and woe”. In
a series of tweets, Chinese embassy in
Pakistan said that Beijing would like
to do its best to collaborate with the
world against the COVID-19. China is
going out of its way to display its eagerness to help those in need around
the world and particularly Pakistan.
This friendship and passion to help
each other is not merely stand at
Governmental level but people from
both sides are eager to show support in their own capacities. Many
students from Pakistan studying in
China remained engaged in relief
activities. Those who were medical
practitioners volunteered themselves
to work in Wuhan. Reciprocating the
same way many Chinese citizens are
extremely thankful and pleased that
Pakistani brothers are firmly supporting China’s efforts to avert and
manage the outbreak, and are willing
to provide any sort of help to China

in fighting the epidemic. Collectively,
China made a huge contribution in
medical relief assistance to Pakistan
and 80% of the total aid to Pakistan
has been received so far from China.
China is giving preferential treatment
to Pakistan in the provision of urgently needed medical supplies. Most
important thing is the commitment
at both sides to fight against this
menace for the sake of global peace
and prosperity. Currently there are
two issues going side by side. One is
certainly the health emergency situation and other is economic crisis
occurred after the outbreak of coronavirus. Skepticism regarding CPEC
is baseless especially after President Alvi’s visit to China where both
countries signed memorandums of
understanding on science and technology and agriculture under the
paradigm of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor. Islamabad and Beijing also agreed to carry on progress
on the CPEC projects despite breaks
caused by the coronavirus. According to the joint statement, both sides
hoped that 10th meeting of the Joint
Cooperation Committee which is the
principal decision making forum of
CPEC will be held soon. This shows
the level of commitment from both
ends and certainly dispels all such
apprehensions. Catastrophes unite
people and communities and once
we talk about china and Pakistan it
united humanity as for the past. Pakistan-China all-weather strategic
cooperative partnership has acquired
greater strength and profundity in
recent years, guided by the shared
vision of Prime Minister Imran Khan
and President Xi Jinping. Apart from
the continuous support that china
has provided and still providing to

lenge china dealt with very efficiently. Local bodies or government has
played significant role in china not
only to maintain lockdown but also in
the provision of basic necessities and
distribution of funds. In Pakistan Corona tiger force has been established
for the same purpose in absence of
local government for more transparency and clarity.
Shanghai Cooperation Organisation
also reaffirmed its readiness to render China the necessary assistance
and assured its cooperation in the
spirit of the 10 June 2018 Declaration
on Joint Countering of the Threats
of Epidemics in the SCO Space. The
organisation also calls on the international community to step up their
communication within the World
Health Organisation in order to guarantee the protection of the health of
the public at regional and international levels. Besides supplies, China’s tactics in fighting COVID-19
could prove to be uniformly if not
more helpful for Pakistan. Other lessons from China include setting up
temporary hospitals for patients with
mild symptoms and setting up neighbourhood communities to observe
the health conditions of the populations. China can also train people
have been converted into quarantine
facilities apart from the training or
teaching which mosques in Pakistan
have been giving the related to social
distancing. As Prime Minister Imran
khan himself admitted that China has
given priority to Pakistan with medical support for the coronavirus pandemic as soon as it brought the outbreak in its territories under control.
It is always a collaborated approach
which can bring successful or positive
outcomes when it comes to fighting

Pakistan, there is a lot that Pakistan
can learn from china through some
collaboration and coordination. China’s population is much bigger than
Pakistan and the situation turned
severe but some of the big decisions
that the Chinese government undertook ultimately paid off well. Social
distancing is the first step everyone
needs to take in order to avert the
spread of the virus. Provision of basic
necessities to the people at their door
steps in the time of lockdown is chal-

something which has global implications. Here another aspect is Economy as global recession is on the verge
and it has already started to impact
the world. This impact is hurting all
without any discrimination. Underprivileged segment of the societies
around the world is suffering badly.
The same goes for those who are running their own businesses. The coronavirus is actually shaking the global
economy. International monetory organizations are working together to
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The Statesman of the Decade

XI JinPing

The President of People’s Republic of China

W

ho could have
imagined that
the young boy
working in the
rural fields of
Shaanxsi province, smiling and chatting with
the peasants, would one day rise
to slot of the President of the Republic of China? Perhaps the local
laborers and peasantry knew it as
the young man was very popular
among them because of his hard
work, temperament and love for
his land and the people. Son of Xi
Zonghxun, once a Deputy Prime
Minister of China rose to prominence after a big struggle. It was
in difficult times that sparks of his
talents started to shine. When his
reformist father faced problems in
his government, the young Xi Jingpin was asked to leave the luxury
life of Beijing and go to work in

the agricultural fields in 1969. The
young man neither disappointed
the peasants, nor his father. The
smile with which he greeted the
peasants is still there on his face,
when he has become the President of one of the biggest country
in the world. He has proved that a
smile mere can win many worlds.
Although a chemical engineer, Xi
Jingpin very well knew the chemistry of politics, as he had grown
up seeing his father struggle for
just cause and honorable stance
in the government. He thus knew
what had been the value of hard
work and sincerity of purpose. His
father’s political life gave him a
lesson to be prudent and his ambitions to contribute for his country
started to materialize as soon as
he joined Chinese Communist Party (CCP) in 1974. During this time
he had the opportunity to work
with Geng Biao, the Minister of Defense in the National Government
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and this experience surely broadened his vision. Thereafter Xi Jinping never looked back; in 1982 he
worked as the Deputy Secretary of
CCP in Hebei Province, in 1985 he
became Vice Mayor of Xiamen in
Fujan Province, in 1995 he became
Deputy Provincial Party Secretary
and in 1999 he became the governor of Fujan. He rose to eminence
on the national horizon as a promising politician. It was in Fujan
province that he found his beautiful and melodious wife ‘Liyuan’
who continues to add rhythms in
his life. His selection as the mem-

China will always remain
the builder of world peace,
a contributor to global development, and upholder
of international order.
Xi Jinping
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In the modern era, our nation experienced constant hardship and difficulties. The Chinese nation
reached the most dangerous period. Since then,
countless people with lofty ideals to realise the
great revival of the Chinese nation rose to resist
and fight, but failed one time after another.
Xi Jinping

ber of Standing Committee of the
CCP’s Political Bureau in 2007 was
a breakthrough in his political career. With this development he became a potential candidate as the
successor of President Hu Jintao.
In 2008, he was elected Vice President of PRC and he impressed his
countrymen with his understanding of the international relations
during this time. At that time the
national leaders were looking up
towards him with hopes and new
possibilities. Soon he was entrusted with the office of the Secretary
General of the CCP. And on March
14, 2013, he was elected as the
President of the one of the most
important republic in the world.
What an impressive political journey this has been! President Xi
Jinping has lived up to the expectations of his people and the country.
He is a dreamer himself and he has
seen big dreams for his country.
The first target he chose to fight
after his elevation as President of
PRC was ‘corruption’. The decision
to eliminate corruption from the
echelons of government reflects
his sagacity and wisdom as a global leader. He wants to take China to
new heights that are rightful and
clean. China’s economic corridor
project is another of his dream
about changing the fate of the region through economic cooperation. The foreign policy designs
imagined by him have certain big
implications. The policies and re-

sults of decisions made by him
have indicated that the full moon
of China will soon shine on the
skies of the world. A proactive and
balanced foreign policy based on
the philosophy of ‘peaceful development’ is the mark of his rule. It
is President Xi Jinping’s genius that

he has introduced a foreign policy
vision that guarantees a ‘win-win’
situation for China, its neighbors
and even its competitors. Though
priorities concerning defence designs have not been neglected, Chinese diplomacy has successfully
secured country’s regional prominence. The military might of PRC,
by taking advantage of the Period
of Strategic Opportunity (POSO)
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has focused on development of
strategies and skills to cope with
both future challenges. POSO is
likely to continue during the tenure of President Xi Jinping till
2020; if it does, Xi Jinping’s efforts
would for a regional development
dream bear fruits and if it doesn’t,
China is ready to cope with threats.
Taking inspiration from Deng Xiaoping, he has brought the country on the road to progress and
juncture where they can celebrate
and claim glory of their power in
international relations. Economic
cooperation has been one of the
prominent features of Xi’s foreign
policy vision. His emphasis on Free
Trade Area of Asia Pacific (FTAAP)
has given new dimension to discourse on peace and development
in the region. Xi’s commitment to
New Silk Road and China Pakistan
Economic Corridor has authored
a new era of relationship between
Pakistan and China. The two countries share the common approach
in global and regional developments and the joint ventures in
trade and investment have further strengthened their relationship. Chinese President’s maiden
visit to Pakistan on 19 April 2015
was termed by Pakistani Prime
Minister as watershed in history
of Pak-China relations. The Pakistani Premier, Mian Nawaz Sharif
during the meeting looked into
the eyes of the Chinese President
who had smile on his face and said,

“Together with President
Xi we have taken momentous decisions that will
raise Pakistan-China relations to new heights and
have deep impacts for our
common economic future,
peace and stability in the
region.”
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There will certainly be
changes at diplomatic
level among nations. Many
events which are still pending will also happen under
the impacts of this pan-

Post coronavirus scenario

World after Covid-19

C

oronavirus is veracity now, indeed a harsh
one but we all have accepted it as well. 2019
was a good and successful year for world
economies and stock
markets. No one ever thought of an
abrupt upside down which actually happened and been faced. Everything was going well then china
had informed the World Health Organization about a thread of pneumonia-like cases in Wuhan. Three
months later this localised health
crisis has turned into a pandemic.
Every part of the world is dealing
with this pandemic. Developing nations are facing worse situation in
this dealing with limited resources
and financial constraints. Currently,
the global economy is in a state of
paralysis.
Questions are being asked about
whether global capitalism will ever
be the same again. More than one
quarter of the world’s 7.8 billion
people are now largely restricted to
their homes due to the need of social
distancing and essential lockdowns.
In most parts of the world, borders
are closed, airports, hotels and
businesses are shut. Educational
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institutes are closed. These extraordinary measures are scattering the
social fabric of some societies and
disrupting many economies. Many
people have lost their jobs. There
are apprehensions regarding widespread of hunger in poor countries.
There is an opinion that the actions
we have taken to save the world
could permanently change the ways
we live, work, worship and even behave in the future. Imagining that
post pandemic world is actually an
opportunity to reconcile all the positive thoughts for the future.
There are a number of possible
futures, all reliant on how governments and society respond to coronavirus and its economic aftermath.
There will certainly be changes at
diplomatic level among nations.
Many events which are still pending
will also happen under the impacts
of this pandemic. Most of the countries are depending on China for
provision of medical equipments
and assistance. Soon after the end
of the crisis many will be rethinking about the globalization. There
is another very positive opinion
that there might be free trade, free
flow of capital, and open markets.
Since its election year in US, Trump
has wanted U.S. companies to make
themselves less reliant on the Chi-
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na when it comes to supply chain.
That supply may not come back to
the U.S., but it is going to Mexico,
Bangladesh and Vietnam.
So it would have many repercussions regarding US elections.
Though the coronavirus pandemic
will not usher in an entirely new
global order but it will change
things in important ways. The post
coronavirus world will divulge the
distinguished Chinese spheres of
influence in parts of Africa, Eastern
Europe, Latin America and Southeast Asia, as countries form these
regions will depend more on china
than the western economies. When
there seems to be economic slump,
the digital world seems to be thriving and it will move forward the
same way. In the post-pandemic
world, technology will be as ever-present as it is now, if not more.
Tech companies will become even
more influential and dominant.
That includes smaller firms like
Zoom, and the big players such as
Google, Apple, Facebook and Paypal. Previously we can witness people showing apprehensions regarding use of the technology but as the
pandemic surged the dependence
on technology have made people
forget that hostility towards Silicon Valley at least in the short term.
Experts say that this pandemic will
fast-forward the fourth industrial
revolution and digitalization of all
services, including public services.
There will be more digital relation
between people and states whether
its provision of services or compliance by the citizens. There can and
should be more emphasis on improvement of health services. De-

veloping nations can take this challenge as an opportunity to improve
and gain what all is still lacking.
The public health crisis compounds
existing domestic economic crises
amid a global economic depression
following the end of the COVID-19
crisis. The world hasn’t faced a public health emergency of this scale in
a century. The current situation demands much to do in public health
sector as well as engaging the private entities. After the emergence
of this pandemic and issue of limited resources to cope with the virus,
can compel People across the globe
to demand universal healthcare. It
all requires a fair and transparent
approach to deal with the crisis and
work in advance to deal with any
such crisis in future. This is indeed
a situation where things can turn to
be very positive. We could also see
governments increase their capability to deploy ICU-level assets, build
up stockpiles of protective gear and
ventilators, scale up hospital infrastructure of emergency nature.
The airline industry has suffered
immensely due to COVID-19. Most
of the airline company has reduced
its flights, and some carriers are on
the edge of bankruptcy, with travel
bans placed in many countries. Humankind needs to recognize that
the coronavirus is just a commencement, and that without an integrated world order, we will remain under hazard. The world has to realize
this reality in order to act in a cohesive manner. In post coronavirus
world, one difference can be a big
raise in debt. In order to come out
of this slump the level of output will
be down and government debt vastly up. Gross government debt was
136% of US GDP in 2018, and 66% of
Australian GDP. There are expectations that it will be well over 150%
of US GDP, and 80% of Australian
GDP in a year or so. Australia’s government debt to GDP will be similar
to Germany’s, while the US will be
similar to France, and Italy. For a
few years these ratios will perhaps
persist to increase. Fiscal policies
can also be controlled, though not
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so entirely. Most governments will
be in deficit for a long while, though
it’s merely a prediction. Forecasting
that how bad things will get financially is hard. A viral eruption of
this scale has only happened once
before in the industrialized world.
Influenza pandemic of 1918 did hit
the world in two seasonal waves. It
killed 50 million people worldwide
and 675,000 in the US particularly. That pandemic erupted during
World War I. The scenarios were
different that time and things are
entirely different currently. According to a research paper published
in 2007 by Federal Reserve Bank of
St. Louis on the economic effects of
the 1918 pandemic, ““Many businesses, especially those in the service and entertainment industries,
suffered double-digit losses in revenue,” Society as a whole recovered
from the 1918 influenza quickly,
but individuals who were affected by the influenza had their lives
changed forever. Given our highly
mobile and connected society, any
future influenza pandemic is likely
to be more severe in its reach and
perhaps in its virulence.” Everyone
in the world has already started
to draw lessons. For instance in
France, French president Macron
has anticipated “this period will
have taught us a lot. Many certainties and convictions will be swept
away. Many things that we thought
were impossible are happening.
The day after when we have won,
it will not be a return to the day
before, we will be stronger morally. We will draw the consequences,
all the consequences.” Apart from
this the French government has
also pledged to further improve the
health system with more investment. The UN secretary general,
António Guterres, has revealed that
the “The relationship between the
biggest powers has never been as
dysfunctional. Covid-19 is showing
dramatically, either we join together or we can be defeated.” As we
have entered in purification period.
We are taking care of our hygienic routine. As we are at homes the
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A pragmatic way forward

SDGs role to combat covid 19 and an
utter commitment by COPAIR

include lockdown and social distancing. Sustainable development goals if attained can certainly lessen the pain and

The real thing is that the composite indexes for the 17 Sustainable Development Goals are instantly concerned. Emerging infectious diseases
such as Ebola, influenza, SARS, MERS, and, most recently, coronavirus
is causing large scale mortality and morbidity along with disruption
of trade and travel networks, and stimulation of civil unrest. When
local emergence leads to regional outbreaks or global pandemics, the
economic impacts can be distressing. Once we have a look on the past
situations, The SARS outbreak in 2003, the H1N1 pandemic in 2009,
and the West African Ebola outbreak in 2013–2016 every one of them

T

he menace of Coronavirus
has emerged as a great threat
to humanity. The pandemic
has affected many parts of
the world. The implications
of this virus are immense
but the economic implication is the one
which is more evident around the world.
The most important thing right now is to
avert the spread of the virus and for this
purpose governments around the globe
are taking all possible measures which

suffering for the mankind. They are actually the set of goals to achieve economic,
social and environmental integration. In
this difficult time, world need to turn this
emergency situation into an impetus to
attain sustainable development goals. We
need to have a look of the goals which
can play their role to deal with coronavirus. Goal 3 of sustainable development
is Good Health and Well-Being and in
current scenario it is essential to work
on this particular goal. Its attainment
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COPAIR, has initiated few of the
campaigns to facilitate the people of the remote areas so they
can fight out this virus. These
include provision of masks and
other safety equipment to avert
the spread of the disease. These
are few of the initials efforts as
much more can be done. Dissemination of information regarding
the virus is indeed very helpful
especially in areas where there is
no such mean to educate people
and connect them with the mainstream flow of information.
is actually a win against covid 19. The
current pandemic really calls for a revamping of policies to meet timeline for
sustainable development. At the moment economies around the globe need
support with the closure of borders and
emergency situation inside the countries.
It has created doubt among nations. Of
course, there was a global trend among
major economies getting into a shell with
multilateralism failing largely across the
globe. The pandemic has further provoked the situation. The whole situation
makes it more important to realize that
SDGs should be given more chance in
the light of global partnerships. There are
certainly lots of questions. There is one
apprehension that whether this crisis will
excite the transformation of the current
development model in the course indicated by the 2030 Agenda, or whether
there will be urgency to face the financial damage which this crisis will produce and it further will conquer other
needs. For instance its emphasis will be
on creating jobs in long term scenario
than favoring while neglecting the environmental aspects or other potential
inequalities. The real thing is that the
composite indexes for the 17 Sustainable Development Goals are instantly
concerned. Emerging infectious diseases
such as Ebola, influenza, SARS, MERS,
and, most recently, coronavirus is causing large scale mortality and morbidity
along with disruption of trade and travel
networks, and stimulation of civil unrest.
When local emergence leads to regional
outbreaks or global pandemics, the economic impacts can be distressing. Once
we have a look on the past situations,
The SARS outbreak in 2003, the H1N1
pandemic in 2009, and the West African
Ebola outbreak in 2013–2016 every one
of them has caused more than 10 billion
US Dollars once it comes to economic indemnities. The current outbreak of
a novel coronavirus, directly related to
SARS, is once again keeping the world on
its toes. Equally the disease and the terror of disease have had substantial economic and social impacts, with restrictions on international travel imposed
by several countries, the quarantining
of tens of millions of people, dramatic
drops in tourism, and interruption of
supply chains for food, medicines, and

manufactured products. It is estimated
that financial impact will be more than
150 billion US dollars. Disease emergence associates with human population
compactness and wildlife multiplicity,
and is driven by anthropogenic changes
such as deforestation and development
of agricultural land, increase in livestock
production, and increased hunting and
trading of wildlife. The most important
aspect is the health emergency situation.
Goal 3 of the UN 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development aims to guarantee
healthy lives and promote wellbeing for
all at all ages. Dropping risk of global infectious disease is also part of this Goal
alongside intensification of prevention
strategies to recognize early warning signals. When we talk about the direct association between environmental change
and EID risk all the actions taken to attain other SDGs will have an impact on
the achievement of Goal 3. The impact
will be more evident in case of Goals 2
and 15. Goal 2 plans to augment agricultural productivity for enhancing global

tions for EID risk mitigation given the
well-known role that habitat loss plays
in driving the transmission of pathogens.
It is unquestionable that the long-lasting
impact which Covid-19 will have across
the world is a reality. It is consequently
very important for all global players to
stay focused once it comes to attain the
SDGs.
It is essential to overcome our environmental challenges as well as investing in
our education in order to address our
overall global needs. Our focus should
be on sustainability and the need to use
resources without compromising the
aptitude of the planet to maintain future generations and perhaps to engrave
lessons from adversity to guarantee that
somehow we are prepared to move forward. Our priority should be to give confidence and facilitate the new dialogues
to work together and achieve SDGs. It
is therefore essential to build the global
and amalgamated system that can deliver
on the aspiration of the UN SDGs. Under Goal 3 fighting communicable dis-

food security. This can lead to the development and amplification of cropping
and livestock production systems. Goal
15 aims to preserve the world’s terrestrial ecosystems, with straight implica-

eases and epidemics; and preventing and
treating non-communicable diseases has
become a challenge which needs to be
addressed at emergency basis.
Once we have a look of the situation
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Russia
launch New Crew to the ISS

wo Russian cosmonauts, Anatoli
Ivanishin and Ivan Vagner, and
NASA astronaut Chris Cassidy
launched to the International
Space Station from the Baikonur
Cosmodrome in Kazakhstan. The planned
launch came at a time when many events
have been postponed or canceled due to
the coronavirus pandemic. Travel restrictions prevented some of the astronauts’
families, media and industry officials from
attending the launch. Those involved in the
launch were all seen keeping six feet apart
and wearing masks.
A Soyuz rocket successfully launched a new
crew to the International Space Station on
a mission that overcame complications
from a global pandemic and a change in
crew members. A Soyuz-2.1a rocket lifted
off from the Baikonur Cosmodrome in Kazakhstan at 4:05 a.m. Eastern and placed
the Soyuz MS-16 spacecraft into orbit nine
minutes later. The spacecraft, making a
four-orbit approach to the ISS, is scheduled
to dock with the ISS at approximately 10:15
a.m. Eastern.
On board the Soyuz spacecraft are Russian cosmonauts Anatoly Ivanishin and
Ivan Vagner and American astronaut Chris
Cassidy. They will remain on the station
for six months as the Expedition 63 crew.
This Soyuz mission faced some unusual
challenges. In February, Roscosmos announced it was replacing the two Russian
cosmonauts who had been assigned to the
mission, Nikolai Tikhonov and Andrei Babkin, with their backups, Ivanishin and Vagner. Both Russian and American officials
would only say that a medical issue led to
their replacement, although Russian media
reported that Tikhonov suffered an injury

in training. NASA and Roscosmos downplayed the effect of the crew swap on the
mission. In an interview in early March,
Kirk Shireman, ISS program manager at
NASA, said that Cassidy had been training
with Ivanishin and Vagner for a time before
the crew swap, and that the Russian cosmonauts had robotics and spacewalk training
should a spacewalk be required during
the mission. “Of course, it was a surprise,”
Ivanishin, speaking through an interpreter,
said in a prelaunch interview broadcast on
NASA TV. But, he added, “any backup crew
is ready to become prime.”
A second issue is the ongoing coronavirus
pandemic that has led to travel restrictions and stay-at-home orders in countries
around the world. While Soyuz crews normally go into quarantine a couple weeks
before launch, there were additional restrictions before this launch, including reduced staffing at the launch site and a prohibition on guests.
“I knew I was going to be in quarantine
these two weeks, but what’s really different
is everybody else around us is in quarantine, too,” Cassidy said in a prelaunch interview on NASA TV. “It’ll be a really, really
skeletal crew in the Baikonur Cosmodrome,
which will be quite different.” “No virus is
stronger than the human desire to explore,”
NASA Administrator Jim Bridenstine tweeted after the Soyuz spacecraft reached orbit.
“I’m grateful to the entire NASA and Roscosmos teams for their dedication to making this launch a success.”
Cassidy, Ivanishin and Vagner will join the
current ISS crew of NASA astronauts Jessica
Meir and Andrew Morgan and Roscosmos
cosmonaut Oleg Skripochka. Those three
will return to Earth on the Soyuz MS-15
spacecraft April 17. Two NASA astronauts
are scheduled to fly to the station later this

spring on the SpaceX Crew Dragon Demo-2
test flight. Bob Behnken and Doug Hurley
could remain on the station until as late as
August in order to provide additional crew
time for maintenance and science work.
Cassidy is, for now, the last NASA astronaut
planned to fly on a Soyuz spacecraft. NASA
officials have previously discussed buying one or more additional Soyuz seats as
a hedge against further commercial crew
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delays, but have
yet to announce a
deal.NASA has also
proposed
swapping seats between
Soyuz and commercial crew vehicles on a no-cost
basis, with Russian
cosmonauts flying
on Crew Dragon
and Boeing’s CST100 Starliner in
exchange for astronauts flying on
Soyuz
missions.
Such “mixed crew”
missions would ensure there is at least
one American and
one Russian crew
member on the station even if either
the Soyuz or commercial crew vehicles are unavailable.
Roscosmos officials,
though, told their
NASA counterparts
at a joint meeting

Anatoli Ivanishin
in December that they would not assign
cosmonauts to commercial crew missions
until those vehicles are flight proven. The
four-person crew for the first operational
Crew Dragon mission, announced by NASA
March 31, features three NASA astronauts
and one from the Japanese space agency
JAXA.
But many of the health and safety precautions taken were standard for astronauts
launching to the space station. NASA has
a long history of quarantining astronauts
before they go to space to prevent illnesses like cold and flu from occurring off our
planet. It was a concern even in the early
days of the agency’s astronaut program.
“The health and welfare of the crew is always paramount,” said Courtney Beasley,
communications specialist at NASA’s Johnson Space Center. “All of our crew must stay
in quarantine for two weeks before they
launch. This ensures that they aren’t sick or
incubating an illness when they get to the
space station, and is called ‘health stabilization.’” Ahead of quarantine, the astronauts
followed the US Centers for Disease Control
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and Prevention recommendations regarding coronavirus. NASA and the Russian
Space Agency, Roscosmos, maintained the
standard quarantine period of two weeks
for the crew, Beasley said.
“During quarantine, the astronauts live
in their crew quarters -- NASA has crew
quarters for this purpose at Kennedy and
Johnson Space Centers -- and Roscosmos
has them in Baikonur,” she said. “They
don’t have direct contact with anyone
who has not been pre-cleared by NASA
flight surgeons. The time is spent preparing for flight, studying and resting, as well
as working out and making video calls to
friends and family members.”
About six hours after launch, they will dock
with the International Space Station at 9:30
a.m. ET. About two hours later, the hatches will open and they will join Roscosmos
cosmonaut Oleg Skripochka and NASA astronauts Jessica Meir and Andrew Morgan.
Skripochka and Meir will return to Earth
on April 17 after spending six months on
the station. Morgan, who will also return
to Earth with them, launched to the station
on the 50th anniversary of the Apollo 11
moon landing and had an extended mission
of eight months. When Skripochka, Meir
and Morgan return from their stay in space,
they will be coming back to a very different
Earth. When they launched, coronavirus
wasn’t a threat. Now, it’s a pandemic. NASA
already has a protocol in place for returning astronauts that includes a post-landing
medical check by flight doctors. The doctors and other NASA teams help the astronauts reacclimate to Earth’s gravity, getting
them up and walking soon after landing. In
the weeks after, they’re monitored to make
sure they’re healthy. This time, the protocols will be more extensive.
“NASA will closely adhere to the CDC’s recommendations on infection control for the
coronavirus as Andrew Morgan and Jessica
Meir return to Earth and begin their postflight medical testing and readaptation period,” Beasley said. “This includes cleaning
of surfaces, social distancing, and emphasizing hand hygiene, encouraging NASA
team members who are sick to stay home,
and limiting contact with the crew mem-

bers.”
On April 15, two
days before the
current crew returns to Earth, a
“change of command ceremony”
will take place on
the station as the
new crew takes
over, according to
NASA. This is the
third spaceflight
for Cassidy and
Ivanishin, and it’s
the first for Vagner. Cassidy was
selected by NASA
to be an astronaut
in 2004. The Navy
captain also served
for 11 years as a
member of the
US Navy SEALs
Team. His previous
spaceflight experience includes a
shuttle mission on
Endeavour to help
with
assembly
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of the Space Station in 2009. During that
flight, he became the 500th person in history to fly in space.
He also spent six months on the space station in 2013, one of the first crew members
to participate in the new rendezvous system that shortened docking with the space
station from two days to six hours. Cassidy, Ivanishin and Vagner will also welcome
NASA astronauts Bob Behnken and Doug
Hurley when they arrive at the space station in mid-to-late May on NASA’s SpaceX
Demo-2 flight test. It will be the first time
astronauts will launch into space aboard
an American rocket and spacecraft from
American soil since the final space shuttle
mission in 2011. Since then, crews launching to the International Space Station have
been leaving from Baikonur aboard the
Russian Soyuz spacecraft. Demo-2 is the final flight test of the system before SpaceX
is certified to carry out operational crew
flights to and from the space station for
NASA, the agency said. The agency is monitoring CDC guidance with regards to mission planning, they said. The launch date
could be postponed.

